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.cannot admit their claim to be considered a Central Board

in the sense in which the petitioners use the word or the
members of the Committee of the House of Lords intended.

It only remains for us to assure His Royal Highness that
the members of the medical profession generally, both in
’London and the provinces, concur in the prayers of the

petitioners. None recognise more cheerfully than medical
men the enormous benefits conferred by hospitals, and none
are more anxious that they should be well distributed and
dissociated from all evils of administration, owing to which
those needy ones for whom these benefits were originally
intended are passed over, and those who neither require nor
- deserve them are demoralised.

Annotations.
"Ne quid nimis."

THE PROFESSION IN FICTION.

LARGE and unusual as are their opportunities ot reading
’character and witnessing its response to the ordeal of circum-
stance, medical men have consistently shrunk from giving
their experiences to the world. Their interest is primarily
their patient’s physical and mental well-being; the facts
which come before them in diagnosis and treatment-often,
indeed, intensely dramatic, always of value to the student
- of human nature-must remain undisclosed, as sacrosanct
as the revelations of the confessional, in compliance with an
obligation embodied for all time in the oath of Hippocrates.
The literary layman, however, is not so bound ; and in the
world of fiction may reproduce professional facts and
characteristics leading up to dramatic d6noimeit, with a
freedom only restricted by the laws of philanthropy and
good taste. In these days, when the novel is largely
,usurping the place once monopolised by the pulpit, .and
all but abandoned (in spite of Addison’s suggestion) by
’the stage, the field of medical experience is more and

more cultivated by the writer of fiction, with a success,

moreover, measured by the degree in which the individual
has been at pains to master the human organisation
and to watch its behaviour when face to face with the
realities of disease and death. We could signalise more than
one successful contribution to this form of fictitious art, but
will confine ourselves to its most recent as well as (to our
thinking) its most powerful example - "The Dowager’s
;Determination," by Mrs. Severne. The story turns on the
decay, intellectual and moral, of a patrician house, the

later heads of which have, by an ill-assorted inter-marriage,
tainted it with mental disease betrayed in the lives,
generally short, of its successive heirs. The dowager, a

powerfully-drawn character, sets herself to force back this
- degenerative current, and, with equal skill and cynicism,
-effects the marriage of her grandson, Lord Raymore, with
a typically prepossessing English girl, Lilian Jardine, the
local rector’s niece, between whom and the young prac-
titioner of the neighbourhood, Stephen Brand, there had
for some time been developing relations more than friendly.
Lord Raymore has already shown signs of insanity-signs
professionally known to Dr. Brand, but not known by the
girl and all but ignored by her uncle, the social ambition
of both being proof against any misgiving as to the
sacrifice they are unwittingly courting by acquiescence in
’the do wager’s "determination." The marriage takes place,
- and then begins a series of incidents, each more dramatic
than the other, as husband and wife, like the hero of the
"Iron Shroud," find their doom narrowing daily in upon them
twith a "necessity" (apd7K?7) as inexorable as that of the

jeschylean Trilogy. Mrs. Severne has read widely and
deeply in the literature of mental disease, and for a lay
writer steers commendably clear of the rocks on which so
many literary voyagers in professional waters have already
made shipwreck. Lord Raymore is the central figure, but the
"hero" in every sense is the young medical man, whose
conduct from first to last is that of a chivalrous gentleman as
well as a master in the healing art. It would be ungracious
to anticipate the reader’s interest by forestalling the course
and culmination of the incidents, but we may note in

passing the felicity with which the local colour of the
scenes of suffering is given-" the ears strained to catch
the closing of a distant door or the muffled sounds which,
in some peculiar way, tell of sickness in a house." Over

and above its success in portraying the profession in real life
the novel has a special value in powerfully exposing the
sin, the actual "crime," as John Stuart Mill called it of

promoting marriages regardleas of all but social or financial
considerations. Mrs. Severne drives her moral home with
force and effect, and the tale that gives point to it might be
varied almost indefinitely by reading for I madness" " one or
other of the scarcely less sombre maladies which convert

marriage from a blessing into a curse.

THE DECLINE OF THE SCOTTISH UNIVERSITIES.
r THERE is no doubt that, tested by the numbers of matri-
s culated students, the Scottish universities have in all

, faculties been of late years registering a steady decline.
t The fact is sought to be explained in diverse ways. In the
b arts faculty particularly the standard of proficiency on
i admission to the curriculum has been too low and the
. instruction given ’has savoured more of the upper form in
3 schools than of the university, so that for the higher educa-
I tion the more aspiring youth prefer Oxford and Cam-

a, bridge to Edinburgh or Aberdeen. Another reason for the
I diminished numbers in the same faculty is the poverty of the
y career open to the graduate, the teaching profession being
i almost the only m6tier (and that an underpaid one) in which
y his qualifications are marketable. Then, again, the Scottish
i M.A. has never carried with it the same guarantee of

i, thoroughness and academic status implied by that of Cam-
jl bridge or Oxford. True, the degree attests an acquaintance-
n it can hardly be called a familiarity-with a greater variety
e of subjects, but extent of superficies has been gained at the
n expense of depth and by ignoring the prima czcra of all
Lt university culture, which, according to Froude, is that of
ir teaching the alumnu-s "to know what knowledge of a

’s subject means." The entrance examinations, moreover,
e which by their laxity ought apparently to attract the

e freshman in greater force, really repel the increasing
;, number of those who demand what a university ought
s, to give - association with well-trained students com-

a peting in generous rivalry for qualifications and honours
is worth the contest. Yet another cause of the Scottish decline

i, is the excessive number of " seats of learning " north of the
h Tweed, two at most being all the North Briton requires
Ie if his needs are measured by population and the prizes
, in life within his reach. Again, the lecture system-
,d so traditional a favourite in Scotland - is an effete

-. survival from the Middle Ages, quite necessary, no

lS doubt, when the art of printing was still young, but

le preposterously overdone, particularly in medicine, to the
m weariness of the student and the waste of his precious time.
le " Eyes first, hands next, ears last," the memorable maxim of
Ln that excellent teacher, the late Sir G. M. Humphry of

e, Cambridge, is now becoming the practice in all schools,
ic especially in those where applied science and the quali-
ie fications required for the noblest of " work-a-day pro-
m fessions " are demanded and furnished. The severe com-

le petition of the provincial universities in England, which are


